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Abstract: The Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) will consist of an array of three types of telescopes covering
a wide energy range, from tens of GeV up to more than 100 TeV. The high energy section (& 3 TeV) will be
covered by the Small Size Telescopes (SST). ASTRI (Astrofisica con Specchi a Tecnologia Replicante Italiana)
is a flagship project of the Italian Ministry of Research and Education led by INAF, aiming at the design and
construction of a prototype of the Dual Mirror SST. In a second phase the ASTRI project foresees the installation
of the first elements of the SST array at the CTA southern site, a mini-array of 5-7 telescopes. The optimization of
the layout of this mini-array embedded in the SST array of the CTA Observatory has been the object of an intense
simulation effort. In this work we present the expected mini-array performance in terms of energy threshold,
angular and energy resolution and sensitivity.
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Introduction

The Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) [1, 2] is a world
wide project aimed at designing, building and operating
an array of ∼ 100 telescopes covering an energy range of
about 4 orders of magnitude with a sensitivity in the core
energy region (around 1 TeV) of about one order of magnitude better than current arrays. Due to the different features of the Cherenkov signals for energies spanning from
some tens of GeV to 100 TeV and beyond, three kinds of
telescopes have been proposed. At low energy the photon
density is very low, so very large reflective surfaces are
needed to collect enough photons to correctly reconstruct
the Cherenkov images requiring a minimum number of 50100 photoelectrons (p.e.). On the other hand, the higher incoming flux at lower energies reduces the need of large effective areas. In this energy region a small (3-4) number

of Large Size Telescopes (LSTs ∼ 24 m diameter) is envisaged. In the medium energy regime, the drop of incoming flux due to the slopes of the source spectra requires
a larger collection area, built up with ∼ 30 Medium Size
Telescopes of moderate aperture (MSTs, ∼ 12 m diameter).
In the highest energy range the photon density on ground
is very high even for large core distances, while the source
flux becomes very low. An effective area of 1 − 10 km2 is
thus necessary, and it is obtained placing ∼70 Small Size
Telescopes (SSTs, ∼ 4 m diameter) on a grid with ∼ 300 m
spacing.
The optimization of the individual telescope parameters and their layout is done using Monte Carlo (MC)
simulations. The main figure of merit is the sensitivity,
i.e. the minimum detectable flux in a given time interval,
but also the angular and energy resolutions and the sen-
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Monte Carlo simulations

The simulation and analysis of the Cherenkov images on
the detector focal plane produced by the primary particles
impacting on the top of the atmosphere is done with the
simulation chain used to evaluate the performance of the
whole CTA array and involves several steps:
• generation of the Extensive Air Showers (EAS)
and of the Cherenkov photon yield with CORSIKA
v.6.99 [7];

of the full production [9] (at the moment still ongoing)
which will allow more accurate results.
Core position re-sampling
Events (after re-sampling)
Energy [TeV]
Radius [m]

Gamma
10
2.6e8
0.003 - 330
2500

Proton
20
4.5e9
0.004 - 600
3000

Table 1: Monte Carlo samples.

Among the different telescopes proposed for SST, in
this analysis the dual mirror telescopes [6] have been used.
Table 2 shows the main features for this configuration.
Primary mirror (M1) diameter [m]
Secondary mirror (M2) diameter [m]
Distance Focal plane - M2 [m]
Distance M1 - M2 [m]

4.3
1.8
0.52
3.1

Table 2: Characteristics of the simulated SST-2M.
The study of the mini-array performance is done selecting subsets of 5 and 7 SSTs from the whole layout as
shown in Figure 1.

1500
All SC-SSTs

1000
mini-array 5 tel.

mini-array 7 tel.

500
[m]

sitivity across the field of view (field flatness) have to be
considered for some specific physics cases. These performance parameters have been derived using existing and
custom simulation and analysis programs. Due to the excellent background rejection achievable with the IACT stereo
technique a huge amount of primary hadrons (mainly protons) has to be generated.
For a full sky coverage the CTA project will have an array in each hemisphere. The site of the Southern array will
be decided within this year (2013) and the array construction is expected to start in 2016.
ASTRI (Astrofisica con Specchi a Tecnologia Replicante Italiana) [3, 4] is a flagship project of the Italian Ministry of Education, University and Research strictly linked
to the development of CTA. Within this framework, INAF
is currently developing an end-to-end prototype of the CTA
small-size telescope in a dual-mirror configuration (SST2M) to be tested under field conditions at the INAF “M.C.
Fracastoro”observing station in Serra La Nave (Mount
Etna, Sicily) [5], and scheduled to start data acquisition in
2014. Furthermore the ASTRI collaboration proposed the
installation of a small array consisting of 5-7 SSTs [6] at
the selected CTA Southern site, possibly supported by one
or two MSTs and one LST. This small array could constitute the first CTA seed and could be used for technical purposes but also for scientific studies, mainly in the highest
energy region from few tens of TeV. This energy region is
widely unexplored and may yield exciting and unexpected
discoveries.

0

-500

• simulation of the telescope optics and detector electronics with sim telarray [8];
-1000

• reduction and analysis of the simulated events
through different reconstruction programs derived
by the software used by the HESS, MAGIC and
VERITAS collaborations.
The available data include a gamma point source and
diffuse protons simulated within a cone of ±10◦ in order to correctly take into account the contribution of background events falling well outside the field of view. The
energy ranges of the simulated events are 0.003-330 TeV
and 0.004-600 TeV for gammas and protons, respectively,
with differential spectral index γ = −2 (rescaled to −2.57
and −2.7 in the analysis step). The site parameters (atmospheric depth and magnetic field) have been chosen to
match one of the CTA South candidate sites (El Leoncito,
2660 m a.s.l.). The showers have been scattered over a circular area with radius of 2500 m for gammas (10 times
each shower) and 3000 m for protons (20 times) with observing zenith angle θ = 20◦ .
Table 1 summarizes the main characteristics of the samples of simulated EAS used in this work, a fraction (∼10%)
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Figure 1: Selected sub-arrays within the whole SST-2M
array.
Data are then reconstructed and analyzed with different
programs [9] and their results are cross-checked. All the results from the different analyses are compatible within uncertainties of the order of 20-30%. In the following results
based on the MARS [10] and read hess [8] programs are
shown.

2.1

Effective area and threshold energy

Figures 2 and 3 show the effective area after trigger (i.e.:
at least 2 telescopes) and after analysis cuts, not including
the arrival direction one, for γ and protons. As expected,
due to the smaller shower size for proton-generated EAS
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Effective Area [m2]

with respect to gammas of the same energy, the trigger
effective area for protons is smaller than for gammas. The
7 telescopes layout provides an effective area ∼ 50% larger
than the 5 telescopes’s one.

106

105

The energy resolution, shown in Figure 5, which can
be as good as 10% at a few TeV, approaches the full SST
result and is in any case limited by the intrinsic shower-toshower fluctuations.
Despite the much lower effective area of the mini-array
with respect to the CTA array, the expected angular and
energy resolutions will be comparable at least for certain
data selections and energies. Checking on-field the miniarray performance will be a check of the whole SST array
and a validation of the entire simulation procedure.
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Figure 2: Effective area for gammas at trigger level and
after shape cuts.
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Figure 4: Angular resolution for 5 and 7-fold mini-array
configurations and the full SC-SST array.
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Figure 3: Effective area for protons at trigger level and
after shape cuts.
From the trigger effective area and an assumed Crablike source spectrum [11] we derive a trigger energy threshold around 500 GeV (corresponding to the peak). The energy threshold for analysis obtained from the effective area
after analysis cuts is around 1 TeV. Since the smallest distance between telescopes is 260 m for both the 5 and the
7 telescopes sub-arrays, the two configurations have the
same trigger threshold.

2.2

The angular and energy resolutions

The aim of the CTA project is to boost not only the sensitivity but also the angular and energy resolutions. Figure 4
shows the expected angular resolution at 68% containment
for the mini-arrays and for the whole SST array of CTA,
with at least two images used in reconstruction. The requirement on the number of images at low energies (E <
10 TeV) results in the selection of a higher quality subsample for the mini-arrays with respect to the full SST. On the
other hand at high energies the angular resolution benefits
of the higher multiplicity.
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Figure 5: Energy resolution for 5 and 7-fold mini-array
configurations and the full SC-SST array.

2.3

The gamma/hadron discrimination and
sensitivity

The gamma/hadron discrimination has been optimized for
point sources selecting cuts on the image shape and on
the shower direction, based on the well known fact that
gamma-generated images are more compact with respect
to proton ones and that the major axis is directed towards
the source direction. From the effective areas after the
γ /hadron cuts the expected sensitivity as a function of the
primary energy can be calculated for a standard observing
time of 50 h and a five standard deviations statistical significance. For the significance calculation, equation 17 of
Li&Ma[12] has been used assuming a background region
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Figure 6: Comparison of differential sensitivities for different explored layouts for CTA [13], HESS, MAGIC and this
work mini-arrays (5 and 7 SST-2M).
5 times larger than the signal region (α = 0.2). The other
requirements are: 5 bins/decade in energy; a minimum of
10 excess events above the background in each energy bin;
the signal excess at least 5% of the remaining background
after cuts in order to take into account possible systematics in background subtraction. Figure 6 shows the expected
differential sensitivity compared to the whole CTA (several
explored layouts) and HESS and MAGIC. While at low
energy HESS and MAGIC perform clearly better, starting
from E = 10 TeV the mini-array expected sensitivity, for
the 7 telescopes layout, is better up to a factor 2 at few tens
of TeV and is still sensitive at 100 TeV, where the effective
area of present generation IACTs drops dramatically. In
this energy regime the mini-array will operate as the most
sensitive IACT array.
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Discussion and conclusions

The quick installation of a mini-array of SSTs in the selected CTA site will be of paramount benefit for the whole
project. The comparison between expected performance
with experimental ones will be a validation of the MC
chain for the whole SST. The ASTRI mini-array will allow
to test several innovative adopted technical solutions such
as the Dual Mirror approach and the SiPM-based camera.
Another important test will be the wide field technique, i.e.
the observation of the higher energy events very far from
the core (up to 500 m) and outside the Cherenkov light
pool. Due to the limited field of view of actual detectors
this technique has never been tested in the field, and this
can easily be done with at least 2 telescopes. For the layout
optimization a specific grid with telescope separation between 200 and 350 m must be used and dedicated simula-

tions are ongoing. The addition of two MSTs and possibly
one LST would complete the low energy range allowing
the inter-calibration checks between different sub-arrays.
Finally, from the scientific point of view, the ASTRI miniarray will be the detector with the best performance for
energies greater than 10 TeV. This regime is largely unexplored and could provide interesting results on known
sources but also unexpected ones [14].
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